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Abstract

After endovascular aortic aneurysm repair (EVAR), patients require annual surveillance with either CT scan or
duplex ultrasonography (DU). These studies should be used to identify patients who require reintervention for EVAR
complications. DU, a less expensive and radiation free option, has been shown to accurately predict aneurysm sac
size and endoleak. In addition, using criteria of PSV<300 cm/s and PSV ratio <3.5, DU can rule out limb stenosis.
After a normal post-procedure DU, only 2.2% of patients require reintervention within the first 3 years suggesting
that less frequent follow-up may be utilized. DU is an important tool in the surveillance of EVAR patients.
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Description
Since the first endovascular aortic aneurysm exclusion (EVAR) in

1991, repair of abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs) has shifted from
primarily an open approach to approximately 75% treated today with
EVAR in the United States [1]. Despite the improvement in devices
and technique, it is estimated that 13 - 22% of patients require re-
intervention after EVAR for limb occlusion, endoleak, infection, and
other complications. Therefore, proper surveillance after EVAR is
critical to diagnose these problems and prevent severe complications
such as rupture and limb ischemia. Surveillance imaging studies must
detect endoleaks, monitor growth in sac size, and predict for risk of
graft limb occlusion. Currently, the Society for Vascular Surgery
recommends annual surveillance with either CT or duplex
ultrasonography (DU) if the original post-operative CT scan does not
demonstrate any of these concerns [2].

Due to the cost and radiation concerns associated with CT scans,
our group has done extensive research on the preferential use of DU
done in our ICAVL-accredited noninvasive vascular laboratory for
EVAR surveillance. We compared CT scans versus duplex
ultrasonography in 199 patients who underwent EVAR between 1998
and 2008, and found comparable sensitivity and specificity between
CT scans and DU in the diagnosis of endoleak (0.710 vs 0.731 and
0.990 vs 0.991, respectively). In addition, DU was able to predict
aneurysm sac size accurately (p<0.001). The use of ultrasound resulted
in a cost-savings of $1595 per patient per year compared to annual CT
scans [3]. Based on these findings, DU is a safe alternative to CT scans
in the annual surveillance of EVAR, but CT scans should still be used
judiciously if questions arise on DU. Endoleaks can lead to increase in
aneurysm sac size and rupture. Type 1 and type 3 endoleaks have a
high likelihood causing sac growth, and therefore should be repaired
when diagnosed. Type 2 endoleaks, on the other hand, can often be
monitored without observing sac growth. Since DU can reliably detect
endoleak, our group sought a way to distinguish which type 2
endoleaks can be safely followed by duplex, and which should be
treated. In our 2010 report, 38 of 278 EVAR patients developed a Type

2 endoleak (14%). Contradicting previous reports, we found intra-sac
flow velocity on DU poorly predictive of the clinical significance of
Type 2 endoleaks. However, multiple Type 2 endoleaks niduses, and
bidirectional spectral doppler waveforms, were predictive of increased
sac diameter [4]. We theorized that patients with these findings may
benefit from early treatment of Type 2 endoleak.

Limb occlusion is another complication of EVAR that can lead to
ischemic limbs and amputation. We believe that limb stenosis usually
precedes limb occlusion, and should be treated when identified. Our
2012 report sought to determine DU criteria for critical limb stenosis
in 496 EVAR limbs. Of this cohort, 479 limbs had a peak systolic
velocity (PSV) less than 300 cm/s throughout the surveillance period,
and no occlusions or secondary procedures occurred. Of the 17 graft
limbs with PSV>300 cm/s, seven developed occlusion and five
underwent a prophylactic intervention. The remaining five remained
patent over a mean 46 month follow up [5]. We concluded that limb
velocities of PSV<300 cm/s and PSV ratio of <3.5 predict for longterm
graft limb patency, but they should have continued surveillance.

Optimal timing of surveillance studies will be a critical part of post-
operative management of EVAR patients going forward. With the
increased number of EVARs being performed, annual surveillance can
be expensive and inconvenient, but is preferred over missing a
complication. In our 2014 report, we hoped to determine whether the
follow-up interval can be extended following an initial normal post-
EVAR DU. We looked at 113 patients with an endoleak or limb
stenosis out of cohort of 410 EVAR patients during a 15 year period.
Mean follow-up time was 35 months. Of patients with an initially
normal DU, only 2.2% required re-intervention within the first 3
years. However, patients with an initially abnormal DU had a 25% re-
intervention rate by 3 years [6]. We concluded that patients with a
normal first study may not require repeat DU surveillance for up to 3
years. This study does not determine optimal surveillance interval
beyond 3 years. Additional studies support future uses of ultrasound
for surveillance of EVAR patients. Contrast enhanced ultrasound
(CEUS) is another technique which appears to be gaining popularity
in EVAR surveillance. Karthikesalingam et al. specifically studied the
detection of type 1 and type 3 endoleaks and found that CEUS and CT
scan were specific in the detection of these endoleaks but that DU also
had sufficient detection [7]. CEUS has been shown to have a 97%
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sensitivity and 93% sensitivity in the detection of endoleaks [8]. Other
ultrasound techniques have also been studied. Arsicot et al. evaluated
aneurysm sac size after EVAR and found that using volumetric
echography shows comparable results to CTA [9].

In conclusion, duplex ultrasonography in an ICAVL accredited
laboratory is a safe alternative to CT for the diagnosis of endoleak,
limb occlusion, and aneurysm sac growth. DU has the advantages of
being a dynamic study with lower cost, no need for IV contrast, and no
ionizing radiation. We believe that using DU criteria defined in our
previous publications, less frequent surveillance may be appropriate
after a normal initial surveillance study (Table 1).

Duplex Ultrasonography CT

No radiation used Standard of care for EVAR surveillance

More affordable than CT scans More reproducible (less operator
dependent)

Can frequently be performed in
office setting the same day
physician visit

Used in initial EVAR surveillance studies

No contrast needed (especially
important in chronic renal failure
patients)

Table 1: Advantages of DU compared to CT scans in the surveillance
of EVAR patients
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